
 

Message from our Chair: 
 
Last season turned out to be a very interesting one because of the changing weather conditions and some 
unwanted predators.    Members reported very good numbers in their colonies when we met early in the year at 
Orchard View Golf Course, then disaster hit with the rain and cool weather in June and July.  It seems that 
many members lost more birds than usual.    This can be very frustrating and disappointing but every bird we 
fledged is one more martin added to the population, and it helps to remember that although we have our ups and 
downs, our devotion to the martins gives them a chance to survive in our sometimes very cruel environment. 
 
We now have an OPMA Operations Manual that is the basic operating procedures of our association.    One of 
the items covered in this manual is the positions of board members and procedures for election.    Each position 
serves a different 3 year term, and so in 2014, there are 3 board positions  up for re-election.     These are the 
Secretary, and 2 Directors.    At our first meeting of 2014, in February, we will have elections if there are 
individuals interested in standing for these positions.    We as a board feel it is important to give all our 
members a chance to be on the board and participate in the running of the association.    If you’re interested, or 
know someone who is interested, in running in these elections, come to our February meeting with the intention 
of putting a name forward for one of the positions.   
 
It was also decided that our membership year should run from September to August rather than January to 
December.    Our members are now able to pay their dues in September, or at the February meeting, with a final 
accommodation for those who may have been away, to pay dues in April.    Our dues are the only source of 
income that we have and it is because of this income that we are able to maintain many of our club functions.  
Carol Taves, our treasurer, has a complete breakdown of all our expenses.   If you would be interested in seeing 
a copy of this expense sheet, it will be available at our meeting in February. 
 
I look forward to seeing you all again on February 1st, at Colasanti’s !     
 
Paul Hamel 
 
 

Contact any of the members below with questions and concerns:   
John Balga ............ 519-800-2504 ...... martinman@hotmail.com ........... Website / Banding 
Rob Cornies .......... 519-733-4004 ...... roba496@gmail.com .................. Bird Banding 
Paul Hamel ............ 519-738-3476 ...... kp_hamel@live.ca ...................... Chairperson 
Al Hamill ................ 519-738-6932 ...... alhamill70@gmail.com ............... Advisor 
Lyle Papps ............. 519-354-6404 ......  ................................................... Natural gourd expertise 
Cy Poisson ............ 519-776-9713 ...... cypoisson@hotmail.com ............ Lending library  
Nancy Robson ....... 519-326-8557 ...... nancyrrobson@gmail.com ......... Media 
Dennis Shady ........ 519-738-4411 ...... dennisshady@yahoo.ca ............. New member advisor  
Carol Taves ........... 519-825-7026 ...... carol@tec-land.com ................... Treasurer, Finances 
Mary Wilson ........... 519-326-1710 ...... helenmwilson@yahoo.com ........ Member records, Newsletters, Cricket orders 
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Lou Kociuk / Bill Kociuk – Port Rowan, Ontario  
Robert Daubs – Forest, Ontario 
Susan Dobbin – Niagara Falls, Ontario 
Kirk Munroe – Kingsville, Ontario 
Anne Melady – Dublin, Ontario 
  
 
 

22001144    MMEEEETTIINNGGSS  aanndd  EEVVEENNTTSS  ……..      OOnnttaarriioo  PPuurrppllee  MMaarrttiinn  AAssssoocciiaattiioonn          
 

MEETING NOTIFICATIONS:     
 
a) All meeting dates are subject to change as necessary.    Any changes will be communicated to everyone.   
b) We will make reminder phone calls or emails prior to each meeting, but this schedule is for your convenience to clip 

out, or transfer to your calendar.      
c) For the “member-host” meetings, in case of questionable weather, individuals should contact the “host” to confirm if 

the meeting will be held as scheduled.    It will NOT be the responsibility of the “host” to contact everyone.     
 
 
 

9:00 am ......... Feb. 1 .  .......... Colasanti’s (Willow Room), Ruthven    

 

9:00 am ......... Apr. 19  .......... Orchard View Golf Course  

       
9:00 am ......... Apr 26.  .......... BLUEBIRD TOUR   (rain date of May 3) 
     

9:00 am ......... May 10 .......... “Member-Host” Meeting     _____________________      

 

9:00 am ......... Jun   21 ......... “Member-Host” Meeting     _____________________     

    Approximate Time Window for banding      

Jun 28 Jul 12  Bird Banding ……. Contact Rob Cornies to participate.    519-733-4004  

 

9:00 am ......... Sep 20  .......... FINAL 2014 MEETING - Orchard View Golf Course    
 
 
 

Welcome to our new members ! 



 
2013 behind us ……. 

 
 

The year began as usual with our 1st meeting being at Colasanti’s in Ruthven – a nice venue for our group (and 
those donuts !)      Then in April, breaking with a long-held tradition, we met at Orchard View Golf Course 
instead of the home of Gilles & Judy Breton in Woodslee.   (For those who don’t know, Gilles was the founder 
of our club and president for many years, and for many more years he and Judy continued to host the April 
meeting at their home, always with a feeding display with Gilles’ well-trained martins.)     
 
We met at Orchard View three times in 2013 (April, June, and September), and everyone expressed 
appreciation that they allow us the use of their upstairs meeting room at no charge, other than requesting $1.00 
from everyone who enjoys the beverages they provide.    It is a great venue with access to martins, tree 
swallows, and bluebirds, of course depending on the time of year, and the owners are very supportive of our 
efforts towards the birds on their property. 
 
In April/May, our member and bluebird expert Don Bissonnette conducted two bluebird tours.   Weather is not 
always favourable for these events in early spring, but those who venture out enjoy Don’s friendly manner and 
entertaining anecdotes about his birding experiences.    
  
In May and July we held our meetings at the homes of Al & Anne Hamill in Harrow, and Cy & Monica Poisson 
in Essex.    We appreciate our members who agree to host meetings - everyone always enjoys seeing different 
members’ locations and colonies, and these two spots are certainly beautiful !      At the May meeting, we 
extended an “Honorary Membership” to Gilles Breton, in appreciation for all he has done towards purple martin 
conservation over the years.    

 
 

 
 

Bird Banding took place over several weeks and in various colonies.   This report was given by our banders: 

 
Purple Martin Banding – Friday, June 28, 2013 

Today we were able to visit the colony sites of  Marieanne Knapp, Dennis Shady, Al Hamill, and Rob Cornies.   
Despite the threatening forecast the weather co-operated and we were able to band a total of  180 nestlings. 
Marieanne’s colony site seemed to have the oldest nestlings as about 40-50 young were ready to fledge in the 
next few days.  
 
Al Hamill’s site contained the youngest with both new eggs and hatching young.  We were able to band an SY 
female while she tended her 1-2 day old young on her nest at Al’s place.   This was a pleasant surprise.   Our 
last banding site was met with a sudden downpour but it later subsided and we were able to continue banding 
Rob’s 30 or more nestlings that met the age criteria.   Thanks to our members for allowing us to band at their 
sites and for the hospitality that they shared.  
 
Richard, Rob and John (Your banding Team)      
 
 
 



Landlords’ Comments and Reports from the 2013 season 
(this is an incomplete list … please forward your results to either Mary Wilson or John Balga, for inclusion in 

our website ….. see contact information elsewhere in this newsletter !)  
 
Paul Hamel, Harrow:   fledged 45 
 
Lyle Papps, Charing Cross:   fledged 183 
 
Lou Kociuk, Port Rowan:   I had 78 nesting pair and 308 fledged successfully.  Norfolk County has a number of 
Purple Martin landlords.  I have been encouraging and giving assistance to new martin landlords in our area 
for many years.    It will be great to see Norfolk County added to your colony results. 
  
Linda & Jacques Barrette, Tilbury:     We had 2 pairs nest in separate housing units.   One pair had 3 eggs and 
the other had 5 eggs. We had a huge thunder and lightning storm one night and the next day I noticed that 
the martins abandoned the nest with the 3 eggs. They continued to return to that compartment for at least 3 
days but then they never came back and I checked and the nest still had the 3 eggs in it.  
  
We still had hope for the one with the 5 eggs. There seemed to be activity and we heard the babies. I looked 
and the 5 eggs hatched. We left them alone as they were a young pair. When all was quiet I checked hoping to 
see an empty nest but was extremely disappointed when I discovered that 3 martin babies were dead in the 
nest. There did not seem to be any damage to them so I don't know what happened. It was late in the season 
so maybe they left them???  
  
So bitter-sweet when our first martins in 14 years had a potential of fledging 7 but possibly only successfully 
fledging 2 l!!     We still look forward to the next season with fingers crossed. 
  
Rudy & Marianne Dyck, Leamington:   We had one pair with three babies - they all fledged then about a week 
later one of the young died. 
 
Bob & Catherine Tanner, Kingsville:   We had 7 pairs and they fledged 31. 
 
Gilles Breton, Woodslee:   We had 8 pairs with approximately 26 babies.     
 
Nick Dobrick, Woodslee:    Had 12 pairs with approximately 40 babies (neighbour to Gilles Breton). 

Alex & Carol Smith, Maidstone:      1 pair 4 eggs, 4 babies, all fledged.   Then female never came home one 
night.   Babies were calling for her but to no avail.   Lost one to a hawk (I found it at the base of a tree – was 
not eaten but the head was off - odd ); found another in another nest which must have starved, so I have 2 left 
plus dad.    Hope they make it back next year. 

Al Hamill, Harrow:    60 fledged. 

Nancy Robson, Leamington:    We had a HUGE wind storm that focused in the Hillman area coming late at 
night, and, as well as throwing large branches well into the fields, it knocked down 2 of my large dwellings. 
This broke my heart - not sure I can recover - so probably lost adults as well as young.     I had an average 
hatch at my home colony.      I do believe, though, that the bugs disappeared for about the week prior to 
fledging a lot of the young, so I am thinking when I pull the houses down, there will be several dead inside. 
I would guess that maybe my houses fledged possibly 30 young.  They also left very early this year. 



 Albert St. Pierre, Belle River:     2 pairs - had 8 babies and lost 4 babies.    4 fledged. 
  
Dennis Shady, Harrow:    42 pairs, 176 fledged 
 
Carol Taves, Wheatley:    17 Pair, 85 eggs laid, 80 hatched, 79 fledged - also eliminated over 115 sparrows.      
My compartments were full.   Great year for me.     Found no dead in nest during cleanout, only found 1 dead 
in driveway, although weather in late feeding season was poor, I have to assume balance all fledged.      
 
Joe Manierski, St. Joachim :       My report for 2013 is:    96 eggs, 71 hatched, 56 fledged.     For some reason I 
had a lot of jumpers and dead birds this year.   It wasn't mites.   After they all fledged one came back and died 
on the porch of one house.  A weird year for sure.   Most of the dead birds were ready to fledge or fledged.    
 
Tim O’Hagan, Essex:    I am now a first time parent with 4 babies and one egg. 
 
Dale Huber, Tavistock:    Lyle's gourd seeds produced a good crop - 31 in total ! 
  
Mary Wilson & Jim Sudds, Leamington:     Best count I can come up with is a total of 595:   this represents 100 
from Orchard View Golf Course colony, 420 from Erie Shores Golf Course colony, and 75 from our home 
colony.   With the strange weather event that occurred this year (some information follows), and finding birds 
that had already fledged dead and dying, I assumed a loss of about 20% of the eggs and young that had been 
previously counted.    Seemed like it would be a good year, but the last week in July had a different intention: 
 
This is a post made by Louise Chambers in the PMCA (Purple Martin Conservation Association) forum:   
  
"Sad to say, the PMCA is receiving reports of dead nestlings and fledge age martins from many states — MN, 
IL, MI, OH, PA, to name some.   We believe the deaths are mostly due to recent cold, rainy weather that made 
feeding difficult.  PMCA's bio-tech Bob Aeppli found a total of 12 dead young at our Presque Isle SP sites 
yesterday - some of them had fledged, but didn't survive the transition to becoming independent, they were 
found in cavities that were previously empty." 
  
In our backyard here in Leamington, we have had a few fledged birds down - they were starved (as evidenced 
by a very sharp keel bone) and died shortly after I found them.    Also I received a phone call from Orchard 
View Golf Course, wondering why there are so many dead martins on the ground (7 were found over a two-
day period, and these are only the ones that were found so there are possibly more, either in the houses or 
elsewhere).   
  
The 3-4 days of cool, rainy and windy weather reminded me of 2009 when the cool spell occurred at 
the beginning of July and so many young died in the nest.     Some theories were discussed on PMCA after 
those weather-related deaths, and there is some thought that the adult birds have an instinctive "switch" in 
their brains.    This switch turns on when their young hatch and there are mouths to feed, but turns off if the 
feeding cycle is interrupted for any length of time by lack of insects.    Once the switch is off, it does not turn 
back on, and so nestlings that fledged in a healthy state, now are hungry after a few days of no insects, but the 
switch in their parents' brains has turned off.    Well, we'll probably never know the truth, but it seems 
plausible to me - I remember nests in 2009 where all but 1 had died (that 1 likely being the strongest), and 
even though insects became abundant again and that chick could have been fed to regain health, it also died.   
  
So the brief spell of  "autumn in July" most likely impacted all of our colonies to some extent.    
  
Mary Wilson 



 



……….. and 2014 coming quickly 
 
 

 
The 1st “scout” report was on Dec. 30, 2013, in Jupiter, Florida.   As of Jan. 28th, there are 91 reports. 

       
(Per the PMCA Scout Map:  Purple Martin Conservation Association:    www.purplemartin.org 

 
 

 
With global warming (ahem) causing weather extremes, it’s a good time to talk about how we can help our 
returning martins if Mother Nature is being unkind.    Weather issues are what we worry about most when our 
birds first return.    Following is some helpful information.   
 
 
 
This is a post I made some years ago to the PMCA forum, following the demise of our colony due to lack of 
food.   It explains some of the weather situations that a landlord can watch for beyond the “50oF  threshold”.    
 
 
” 50 degrees, sunny, no wind            = bugs.  
  50 degrees, overcast, strong wind  = no bugs (or very few)  
 
Many now are aware of the need for, and are willing to provide supplemental feeding, but something that may not be well 
understood is the weather variations that affect the natural food source.  After their long migration, the earliest returning 
birds can be vulnerable to starvation even when the often-stated temperature threshold of 50 degrees is reached.  
 
While it is true that some microclimates can exist, even at slightly below 50 degrees, where bugs are slightly more 
plentiful, one of the biggest considerations is how much energy must they expend to find the few bugs that might be 
flying?   For instance where I live we have observed TS feeding around large greenhouse installations. Some insects are 
there, but the non-stop foraging may expend as much energy as they gain.  
 
Some things to consider are:   for birds that have just arrived, what conditions have they come through, and what 
conditions greet their arrival?    For the extreme southern states, new arrivals have just crossed the gulf, and are 
exhausted.   If the weather is in the 50’s but windy, overcast, or drizzly, they will have to really search far and wide for 
food and may not have the energy to do so.  In conditions like this, a few flung crickets, or crickets placed in a feeder tray, 
may make the difference.   If they arrive in poor weather which then persists for a few days, they don’t have a chance to 
restock their energy. 
 
I speak from hard experience.  In the spring of May 2002, our birds had made the long migration back to southwestern 
Ontario.  They then survived about a month of less than ideal conditions (weather that seemed fine to me - many days in 
the 50 degree range, but as I later understood, not enough days of good conditions). They found enough food to stay 
alive, but probably had to expend so much energy finding it that they never really regained full strength. When the sleet 
and low temperatures hit on the long weekend, they had no reserves to see them through.  If the previous month had 
been optimal conditions, most of them probably would have been strong enough by then to survive those few days.  
 
Much of this is hindsight understanding, and it happened before we began supplemental feeding, but now I always have 
crickets in the freezer before the martins arrive.  It buys tremendous peace of mind.  I've learned to watch the 
temperature, but also amount of wind, wind direction, cloudiness, and how many days since the last “optimal” day.   What 
kind of weather have they endured south of us – have they just been getting by, or have they had good conditions. Please 
consider all the variables - not just temperature – it is only part of the story. 
 
 

http://www.purplemartin.org/


Many of our members have “trained” their martins to accept supplemental food, and found it to be one of the 
most gratifying experiences of being a PM landlord.    The neat thing is – once they learn, they don’t forget.   
We were very fortunate to have our totally decimated colony re-established by second year birds in 2002, but 
we live in a fairly martin rich area.    Others would perhaps not have been so lucky.    
 
Each year, this fact becomes more true:    Your birds may have already learned to accept supplemental food 
during their migration north.     Many landlords south of us feed the birds that come to their colony sites, and 
many of these birds do not stay at those sites - they are north-ward bound.    (If you visit the PMCA forum in 
the early months of the year, you will likely see posts attesting to this scenario.)   So each year, it is worth a try 
to see if your martins already have some familiarity with catching crickets – you could be surprised how easy it 
suddenly is to help them during bad weather!  
 
 

CRICKETS:    “OHIP” for your martins !!! 
 
The OPMA offers “cricket service”:   Your order will be taken (pre-paid please), during the 
February meeting, or thereafter if you contact me, and at the appropriate time (approximately 

when martins have arrived in northern Ohio), I will submit the bulk order for the club.   Our bulk order accords 
us a per-thousand price that is very reasonable.   When the order arrives, I will freeze and re-package your 
crickets.   All you need do is pick them up and put them in your freezer.    There is nothing like knowing you 
can help your birds if bad weather hits.   Ours line up over our back door when they are hungry, so we don’t 
even have to guess any more.   A thousand crickets in the freezer is your martins’ medical insurance !      
(The club realizes no profit from this - it is a service only, for the benefit of both the martins and the landlords.    
Contact:   Mary Wilson …. helenmwilson@yahoo.com ……. 519-326-1710 ) 
 
 
And here is a post that explains some of the physiology affecting martins, also from the PMCA forum:  
 
This information provided by Penny Halstead, a Sub-permitted Avian Rehabber for Rogers Wildlife outside of Dallas.  
 
I’ve been reading the posts made on the PMCA regarding Martins dying from the cold and lack of food. My hope is to 
help those of you who might be going thru this or could experience it in the future.  
 
It is very important to understand that birds are affected by the cold differently than other species of animals.  This is 
true for baby birds as well as adults and also if they’re sick or injured.  Birds do not have fat reserves to draw from 
when going without food.  They draw any extra energy they need from muscle, mainly the breast.  This can create 
several problems because a martin’s temperature is between 106 & 112, depending on activity.  They draw a lot of 
energy from this muscle to not only to maintain this temperature, but to keep their organs warm and functioning.  
 
If they are unable to feed they draw more and more from these muscles and thus the amount of muscle they have 
starts to decline. This in turn reduces their ability to maintain flight to be able to hunt for food. After just a couple of 
days their breast muscle can waste away to nothing and then the organs begin to shut down. When they can’t hunt, 
they can’t keep warm. If they can’t keep warm, then they can’t metabolize food. If they can’t metabolize food, they 
can’t keep warm……… As you can see it becomes a vicious cycle.  
 
Also, when birds are sick or injured and can’t maintain their body temperature, this can also affect their ability to 
metabolize food - if they’re cold they don’t want to eat.   If everyone can do their best to provide any type of heat 
source (light bulbs, heat lamps, reptile warmers, hand warmers, etc) during this cold weather, the less the birds will 
have to draw on muscle reserves to keep warm.  Providing any type of food (crickets, mealworms, eggs, etc.) that 
they will eat will greatly increase their chances of survival.  Please keep in mind that the type of nesting material that 
you currently have in your housing could be a potential fire hazard when using a light bulb, heat lamp or reptile 
warmer, if it should come into contact with the heat source.  Hand warmers don’t pose such a risk.  
 
The Martins have become so conditioned to having housing available where they know that they can nest and 
reproduce, that they need a little help when Mother Nature turns on them.    I would also like to add that everyone 
needs to remember that Martins don't develop the heavy underdown to insulate them like other wild birds have to 
endure constant cold weather. 
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